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Strong Tunneling in the Single-Electron Transistor
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We have investigated the suppression of single-electron charging effects in metallic single-electron
transistors when the conductance of the tunnel junctions becomes larger than the conductance quantum
e2yh. We find that the Coulomb blockade of the conductance is progressively shifted at lower
temperatures. The experimental results agree quantitatively with the available1yT expansion at high
temperature, and qualitatively with the predictions of an effective two-state model at low temperature,
which predicts atT  0 a blockade of conductance for all gate voltages. [S0031-9007(97)03849-0]

PACS numbers: 73.23.Hk, 73.20.Jc, 73.40.Gk, 85.30.Wx
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Single-electron devices consist of small “island” elec
trodes whose charge is nearly perfectly quantized in un
of e, but which can exchange electrons through tunn
junctions. These two seemingly contradictory require
ments can be met if the tunnel conductances of the tun
junctions are much lower than the conductance quantu
GK  e2yh. In the recent years, different single-electro
devices, such as single-electron transistors [1], turnsti
[2], and pumps [3,4], have been successfully operate
and their behavior is now well understood [5]. Howeve
little is known on single-electron effects when the tun
nel conductances are comparable to or greater thanGK .
In this strong tunneling regime, one expects that qua
tum fluctuations of the island charges will eventually sup
press single-electron effects. Indeed, such a suppress
of Coulomb blockade with increasing tunneling strengt
has been observed in the particular case of tunnel jun
tions with only a few, well-transmitted channels [6,7]. In
this Letter, we investigate the effect of strong tunneling
the case of metallic tunnel junctions with a large numb
of low-transparency channels.

For this purpose, we have measured the zero-volta
conductance of metallic single-electron transistors (SE
with moderate to large conductances. A SET consists
two series-connected tunnel junctions defining one isla
(see inset of Fig. 1) and of a gate electrode which ele
trostatically controls the current through the device. W
first recall the predicted conductance within the seque
tial tunneling model (SM), on which our data analysis wi
be based. This model, relevant for weak tunneling, a
sumes that the numbern of electrons in the island is a
good quantum number. It only considers tunnel transitio
n ! n 6 1 at the lowest order in perturbation theory, leve
shifts being neglected [5,8]. The SM predictions for th
conductanceG of the SET can be expressed using a sing
functiong of reduced parameters:G  G0gsng, E0

CykBT d,
whereG0  1ysG21

T1 1 G21
T2 d is the series tunnel conduc-

tance of the two junctions,ng  CgVgye is the dimension-
less gate charge,T is the temperature, andE0

C  e2y2CS

is the bare charging energy of one excess electron on
island,CS  C1 1 C2 1 Cg being the total geometric ca-
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pacitance of the island. The predictions of the model a
summarized in Fig. 1, in the case of a zero-impedance ele
tromagnetic environment for the SET. Finite impedanc
effects can be evaluated within the SM [9]. In our sample
they yield less than 1% conductance corrections whic
were taken into account in the data analysis.

FIG. 1. Schematics of a SET and predictions of the sequent
tunneling model for its conductance in the case whenZsvd 
0. Top panel: conductance of the SET as a function of th
gate chargeng  CgVgye, for various temperatures. From top
to bottom kBTyE0

C  5, 2, 1, 0.5, 0.2, 0.1, 0.05, 0.02, and
0.01. Bottom panel: temperature dependence of the maximu
(ng  1y2 mod 1) and minimum (ng  0 mod 1) conductance.
At high temperature, the conductance depends on temperat
but not on ng. The value G  G0 is reached only in the
limit T ! `. Below a certain temperature roughly given by
kBT ø E0

C, gate-charge modulation sets in and the well-know
conductance peaks appear atng  1y2 mod 1, for which two
adjacent island charge states have the same electrostatic ene
As temperature is reduced further, the conductance pea
sharpen. The maxima remain fixed atGyG0  1y2 and the
width of the conductance peaks becomes proportional toT .
© 1997 The American Physical Society 1349
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We now present the theoretical predictions for stron
tunneling in the SET. All of them assume a zero
impedance electromagnetic environment for the SET. W
define the tunneling strength parameter asa  GkyGK ,
where Gk  GT1 1 GT2 is the parallel tunnel conduc-
tance of the two junctions. In the low temperature regim
the conductance of the SET has been calculated for ar
trary a [10] by mapping the system on an effective two
state model. This calculation, which only retains th
lowest two electrostatic energy states of the island,
only valid near the conductance peaks and at temperatu
for which the occupation of other charge states can
neglected. In the strong tunneling regime, this model pr
dicts that the finite energy width of the island charge stat
prevents the conductance peaks to sharpen at low temp
ture, as shown in Fig. 2. Correlatively, the maximum
conductance decays as1y ln T at low temperature. This
suppression of conductance for all values of gate volta
is a new feature which is not predicted by weak tunnelin
theories. However, these predictions cannot be tes
quantitatively because the model uses cutoff-depend
renormalized parametersEp

C , Gp
0 , and ap [11,12] whose

relation to the bare parameters is unknown in the stro
tunneling regime.

At high temperatures (kBT ¿ E0
C), the conductance is

given by the expansion [13,14]

G
G0

 1 2
1
3

ẼCykBT 1 OfsẼCykBT d2g , (1)

FIG. 2. Predictions of the two-state model of Ref. [10] fo
the reduced conductance at low temperatures. Top pan
gate-charge modulation forkBTyEp

C  0.3, 0.1, 0.03, and 0.01
from top to bottom, respectively. Bottom panel: temperatu
dependence of the maximum and minimum conductance. T
model, which uses renormalized parametersEp

C , Gp
0 , and ap,

predicts a broadening of the conductance peaks and a reduc
of the peak value when the tunnel conductance is increased
qualitative agreement with the experiments (see Fig. 3). Wh
kBTyEp

C is of order unity or higher, the model lacks othe
charge states to faithfully describe the system.
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where

ẼC  E0
C

(
1 2

9z s3d
2p4 a

E0
C

kBT

)
, (2)

z being the Riemann zeta function. Expansion (1) coin
cides with the one found within the SM, but with̃EC in
place of the bare charging energyE0

C. Hence,ẼC ap-
pears as a temperature-dependent effective charging
ergy which contains all the effects of strong tunnelin
in the high temperature limit. The model developed i
Ref. [14], valid for arbitrarya, also covers the intermedi-
ate temperature range. This model is, however, not quan
tative because it reproduces only part of the SM predictio
and it incorporates an unknown cutoff parameter.

The samples were prepared using standard e-be
lithography and 3-angle evaporation [15] through a shado
mask [16]. The SETs were embedded in a low-pass R
electromagnetic environment necessary to the determin
tion of E0

C in the superconducting state. The resistanc
consisted of1-mm-long resistive leads made of either Cu
or AuCu alloy, and were connected to on-chip 100 p
planar capacitors with one plate connected to groun
The samples were placed inside a copper shield ancho
to the mixing chamber of a dilution refrigerator. Mos
measurements were taken in the normal state of the
electrodes, in a 0.5 T magnetic field. The electrical wirin
between the sample and the measuring apparatus at ro
temperature was made through filtering coaxial line
shielded twisted pairs, and discrete miniature cryogen
filters [17]. We measured the zero-voltage conductan
using a low-frequency (ø10 Hz) lock-in technique, at an
excitation level adjusted to probe only the linear part o
the current voltage characteristic. We have investigat
4 samples, labeled 1 to 4, with increasing conductanc
G0  5.82, 6.06, 24.9, and71 mS. AssumingGk  4G0,
since the two junctions of each sample are nominal
identical, the values ofa are 0.60, 0.62, 2.5, and 7.3,
respectively. The junction size (typically104 nm2) results
in a number of channels of the order of106 and in a bare
charging energyE0

C between1.0 and1.5 kBK. For each
sample, we measured the conductance as a function of
gate voltageVg at various temperatures. Experimenta
data for samples 1 and 3 are shown in Fig. 3. For samp
1 (a  0.6), the data closely resemble the weak tunnelin
predictions of the SM (see Fig. 1), as expected. In partic
lar, the width of the peaks at low temperature scales wi
temperature down to 10 mK, the lowest temperature w
have reached. This good electron thermalization prov
the efficiency of the filtering. Deviations from the SM
predictions show up in the reduction of the peak height
low temperature. We interpret this effect as a finite tun
neling strength correction (the environmental resistan
of the AuCu leads of this sample, of the order of200 V,
results in a similar but much smaller effect). For samp
3 (a  2.5), the deviations from the SM are more pro
nounced: the conductance peaks are wider and the ma
mum conductance is more reduced at low temperatu
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FIG. 3. Reduced measured conductance of samples 1 and
Top panels: variations with gate charge at various temperatur
The temperatures of the curves are, from top to bottom, 105
969, 796, 630, 535, 406, 303, 199, 104, 50.6, 30.5, a
10.2 mK (top left panel) and 763, 452, 335, 231, 180, 119, 70
46.5, 22.8, and 17.3 mK (top right panel). The dashed line is
fit using the SM with an effective charging energy (see Fig. 4
Bottom panel: temperature dependence of the maximum a
minimum conductance.

Note that such deviations cannot be predicted by treati
quantum fluctuations as an excess temperature within
SM. The experimental results are in qualitative agreeme
with the predictions of the two-state model of Ref. [10]
for suitably chosenEp

C , Gp
0 , andap (compare Figs. 2 and

3). Note also that the parameterap we have used is very
different from the barea [11].

In the high temperature regime, we have analyzed o
data using the SM but with an effective charging en
ergy as suggested by Eqs. (1) and (2). In the tempe
ture range where there is no conductance modulation w
the gate voltage, we define an effective charging ener
ẼC1 through the equationGexpyG0  gsẼC1ykBT d, where
Gexp is the measured conductance. In this regime,ẼC1 is
the only parameter needed to describe the data. This p
cedure can be generalized to the temperature range wh
the SET modulates, by using theng-averaged conductance
but fitting of the modulation is not guaranteed then. I
this latter range, one can use a similar procedure to e
tract another effective energỹEC2 from the aspect ratio
sGmax 2 GmindysGmax 1 Gmind using the SM. IfẼC2 and
ẼC1 coincide in the temperature regime where the condu
tance modulation is sinusoidal, the data can be well fi
ted using the SM with this effective charging energy. I
Fig. 4, we show the values of̃EC1 and ẼC2 obtained fol-
lowing the above procedures. One finds thatẼC1 andẼC2
indeed coincide in the temperature range where the mod
lation is sinusoidal, supporting the effective charging e
ergy idea. The temperature dependence of the effect
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FIG. 4. For each sample, effective charging energiesẼC1
(solid squares) and̃EC2 (open circles) obtained from the av-
erage conductance and from the aspect ratio of the modu
tion, respectively (see text), and predictions of Eq. (2) (straig
lines), as a function of1yT . The points indicated by an ar-
row in sample 3 correspond to the dashed curve in the t
right panel of Fig. 3. Values indicated by an arrow and ital
text on the left axis are the bare charging energiesE0

C obtained
from resonances in the superconducting state (see text and
set of Fig. 5). The predictions of Eq. (2), are calculated usi
the above determinedE0

C for samples 1, 2, and 4, and an ex
trapolation for sample 3 for which the resonances could not
measured.

energies is more pronounced for increasinga. The re-
duction from theT ! ` extrapolation, already noticeable
for a  0.6, reaches 70% fora  7.3. This reduction
can be interpreted as an increase of the effective junct
capacitance, which is expected to be infinite in the lim
of infinite tunnel conductance. According to Eq. (2), th
T ! ` extrapolation determines the bare charging ener
E0

C. In order to check this prediction, we have carried o
an independent determination of the charging energyE0

C .
For this purpose, we took advantage of the subgap re
nances in theI-V characteristic of the SET in the super
conducting state. Clear observation of these resonanc
due to the so-called resonant Cooper pair tunneling proc
[18,19], necessitates an electromagnetic environment w
a smooth frequency response and sufficient dissipation
provided by our on-chip RC circuit. These resonances a
gate-voltage dependent and form a checkered pattern
a pseudo-3DI-V -Vg plot, as shown in the inset of Fig. 5.
From the bias voltages at which resonance crossings oc
one obtains a charging energyES

C. This charging energy
differs from E0

C due to virtual electron-hole excitations
Perturbation theory at the lowest order forng  0 yields
ES

C  E0
Ch1 2 afsE0

CyDdj where D  180 meV is the
gap of Al andfsxd 

x
p

R1`

0 u2K2
21sude2xudu, K21 being

a Bessel function [20]. Using this result, one finds thatE0
C
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FIG. 5. Reduced conductance as a function of the reduc
temperaturekBTyE0

C for samples 1 (triangles,a  0.6), 3 (cir-
cles,a  2.5), and 4 (diamonds,a  7.3), and predictions of
the SM (dashed lines). Single-electron effects are progressiv
washed out asa increases. Inset: subgap current voltage ch
acteristics of sample 1 taken at differentng and plotted with a
vertical offset proportional tong. The checkered pattern yields
a determination of the charging energy.

is 2% to 50% larger thanES
C for our samples. The values

of E0
C obtained this way are indicated by arrows on the le

axes in Fig. 4. Using these values, we have plotted the p
dictions of Eq. (2) in Fig. 4. These predictions, with n
adjustable parameter, are in quantitative agreement w
the experimental data in the temperature range for wh
the first order expansion ina is sufficient.

The following scenario for the suppression of Coulom
blockade with increasing tunneling strength now emerg
from the temperature dependence of the maximum a
minimum conductances as a function of the reduced te
peraturekBTyE0

C shown in Fig. 5, for samples 1, 3, an
4. At high temperatures, strong tunneling tends to su
press Coulomb blockade, and to restore the bare cond
tance. The observed reduction of the effective chargi
energy with respect to the bare charging energy shifts
modulation regime below a temperature which decrea
strongly asa increases. In the modulation regime, th
conductance peaks are wide and their maximum conti
ously decays when the temperature decreases. Quan
fluctuations thus reduce not only the effective chargi
energy but also the amplitude of the relative conductan
modulation with gate voltage. These effects, which im
pose a quantum limit to the performances of the SE
should be considered in electrometry applications. In co
clusion, Coulomb blockade is washed out at large cond
tances, except at extremely low temperatures.

The authors are indebted to H. Grabert and H. Schoe
for useful discussions. This work was supported in pa
by the Bureau National de la Métrologie and EU ESPR
Project SETTRON.
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Note added.—Since our paper was submitted, König
et al. [J. König, H. Schoeller, and G. Schön, Phys. Rev
Lett. 78, 4482 (1997)] have proposed a new theory whic
covers the intermediate tunneling strength regime. The
predictions are in good agreement with our data fo
samples 1–3.
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